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Chapter 214
The Sheep and The Wolf
There are sheep and there are wolves. A sheep is a sheep. A
wolf is a wolf. Wolves eat sheep. That’s what they do. Sheep
try to keep from being eaten. That’s what they do. Wolves
think it is unreasonable for sheep to complain. But. of
course, that, too, is what they do.

The Sheep

S

HEEP ARE PREDICTABLE. They all act the same way because
that’s the way they are bred. They tend to congregate and follow a
shepherd. The shepherd leads them to green pastures. The sheep
graze, grow fat, and produce mutton, wool, milk, cheese, and skins.
Obedient sheep obey their shepherd and tend to live lives which are
productive and plentiful. Sheep who disobey their shepherd may wander
from the flock and be injured. Many die in the teeth of the wolf.
The smell of sheep is distinctive. They possess scent glands between their
cloven hooves and leave their scent wherever they walk. Their urine and
droppings also leave a distinctive odour. Sheep ranges are distinctive
because of this. Sheep scent alone is sufficient to frighten most predators
away from the flock. It is the area protected by the Shepherd and his dogs
who will attack predators.
The Shepherd has strict rules. For countless generations he ruthlessly
culled his flock. Sheep showing aggressive traits permitting them to
attack and kill other sheep have been quickly eliminated. The result is that
today it is almost impossible to find a sheep who will kill another sheep.
Like breeds like. While predators have countless ailments, sheep have
few, and NO hereditary diseases. Most serious diseases they catch are
brought in by outsiders, and these have sometimes been known to almost
wipe out a flock.
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When in danger sheep are led into the sheep fold by the shepherd[1].

The Wolf
The best killer and the best fighter becomes leader of the wolf pack.
Behaviourists call him the alpha wolf. He mates with a female who is the
best fighter among the female wolves. She is called the alpha female. The
alpha female rules the pack in the absence of the alpha male. Other
members of the wolf pack do not breed. The male and female alpha
wolves mate and have many pups. This is one way pack leaders can be
identified.
The total pack usually numbers between two and eight, although they
may number up to 36. Lone wolves may leave to seek a hunting ground
of their own. If he can find an unoccupied hunting area and an unattached
female, a new pack may form. If not, his life is hard. Wolf packs do not
welcome other wolves in their territories and will fight to keep them out.
These fights can be deadly.
Social status in the rigid wolf pecking order is revealed by observing
smiles and bows when wolves meet - the subservient wolf makes more of
both. After meeting - wolves look away and seldom look directly at each
other again. A "direct look" means - "fight".
Wolves communicate within the pack, and communicate with other packs
as prey is chased from one hunting area to another hunting area where
they cannot be safely followed. Hunting tactics and strategy are sophisticated and individual members cooperate to "team chase" quarry. When
the kill is made, the alpha wolf eats first. Wolves can be injured or killed
in disputes over the remainder.
The leading cause of death among wolves is other wolves. The next most
frequent cause of death is disease caught from contaminated diet since
wolves are scavengers. Death from parasites is next. Last is death inflicted by the prey.
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Sheep Types
Like the wolf - the Christian is the result of selective breeding. His
shepherd is God the Word[2]. The Word tells him what to eat, what
company to keep, and, demands that murderers, kidnapers, and rapists be
put to death. For 1000 generations violators have been put to death. Like
breeds like. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to find a Christian who
will commit murder. Most Christians follow the wishes of their God and
the result is that most are Law abiding, long lived, and have all they need
in the way of worldly goods - neither too much nor too little[3].

Night Wolves
"Wolves of the night" usually kill their prey in a climate of sheep-ignorance - their ignorance of what is safe and what is dangerous contained in
the Word. "Night" is the Biblical expression for ignorance.
Alpha wolves become pack leaders because they kill many other wolves
and kill much prey. "Human-wolves" become pack leaders when their
killing ability justifies leadership. Most are also excellent thieves who
steal many horses and cattle and are able to buy many wives and have
many children. Like breeds like. An inspection of the jails of the west
show them loaded with red-wolves. An inspection of the jails of the east
show them to be filled with black-wolves. Wall street jails are full of tan
trade-wolves.
Wolves invariably run afoul of the law contained in the Word. That law
was made for sheep. Sheep are sheep, Wolves are wolves. Sheep Law
was made for sheep - wolves obey their pack leader. Like breeds like.

Wolf Lifestyle - Diseases
Wolves are riddled with diseases. In addition to all usual diseases they
often have their own exotic diseases. The black-wolf has a distinctive
blood disease and is susceptible to TB, the tan trade-wolf has up to 30
diseases of the nervous system peculiar to him alone. Sheep, contacting
wolves, have brought plagues back to their flock that have been
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disastrous[4] AIDS is the most recent disaster. Testing disclosed that
wolves are almost the sole plague carriers. To prevent alarming the flocks
of sheep to the fact that wolf contact is dangerous, carrier-testing and
identity- disclosure was outlawed. Doctors insisting on mandatory testing
and quarantine risk being labelled - "anti-wolf.
Wolves are predators. Predators are hunters. Hunters travel light. Most
seldom own anything that will hamper their chase from place to place.
Their possessions usually are things that can quickly be converted into
items easily portable. They tend to live in temporary apartments rather
than home-folds, and keep their wealth in T-bills, cash, or corporate stock
which can be instantly converted to cash, deposited in the back pocket,
and off they go again! The "stock certificate" is their contribution to
economics.
Sheep, having become used to associating with strangers not of adamic
descent, often continue to try to place the stranger by identifying his place
of birth. Sheep can usually give lengthy personal histories. On the other
hand, a wolf’s background can seldom be verified. Most say they come
from distant places and tell stories that can’t be confirmed. "My family
was in the military - we came from all over." Seldom can cover stories be
verified. "I am an independent entrepreneur and manage my own affairs."
"I am a retired builder." "I am a dentist from Milwaukee." The recently
invented "lie detector" created havoc with wolf cover-stories. An anti
"wolf-hate" law had to be passed to severely restrict its use. The lie
detector was a wolf disaster. Until its advent the sheep had no idea that
the harmless wolves wandering on the sheep’s range were anything other
than harmless. The lie detector removed the sheep-spoor and revealed the
wolf. The cover had been stripped away.
Wolves are seldom successful farmers. Farming is against his nature. It
is a discipline that chains him to the soil, forces him to conserve and
ration, and deprives him of the freedom to rest in the sun and run with the
pack at night.
When they do farm - which is infrequently, their bushel per acre production is far below that of sheep[5].5 Most times they are forced to hire
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sheep to do it. Their idea of hell is farming. On their own they can take a
productive farm and reduce it to a desert in a remarkably short time
before abandoning it. Their antipathy to the soil is a trademark of the wolf.

Wolf Mercy
Wolves often toy with prey like a cat with a mouse. "Mercy" or compassion is not in the vocabulary of a predator. Prey may be kept alive for a
purpose. If no purpose can be found - they are liquidated.
Sheep ranges invaded and then abandoned by wolves are discovered to
contain innumerable sheep mass graves. The allied wolves of the east are
supposed to have liquidated 35,000,000 of their own kind in their Gulags,
in addition to killing most of the remaining sheep who still lived there,
and great numbers in the lands they occupied for relatively short periods.
POWs in sheep camps suffered the normal attrition of prison life - about
3%. POWs in wolf prisons suffered between 50% and 100% deaths. In
Afghanistan the wolves lost 14,000 men in combat, AND, over 300,000
casualties suffered in training and physical abuse over the same period.
Wolves themselves cause most wolf causalities. This is the way wolves
live.

Wolf Greetings
Sheep greet others as equals[6]. They make quiet requests and seldom
blow car horns to demand right of way. Female sheep are honoured and
permitted to go first; doors are opened for them. Sheep even help wolves
when they hunger or suffer disaster. All of these acts are pronounced
"commendable" by the Shepherd, BUT, these very same acts are seen as
signs of subservience in the eyes of wolves.
A wolf covered with sheep scent may act as a sheep while among sheep,
but he reverts to wolf behaviour when among wolves. In the wolf community - car horns blare demanding right- of-way, arguments rage over a
price charged, people shove and try to break in line, and, females must
definitely help themselves. An opened door elicits no "thank you" from
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the female wolf who stalks through. It is her due from an "inferior" who
admits he is inferior by opening the door in the first place.
A car with a flat tire stopped on the roadside is signal for a "sheep-inarmour" to offer help, but, to a wolf - it signals possible "prey".

Wolf Intelligence System
Wolves post sentinels. They insist on having at least one of their member
in every club, school, and church. Every tentative plan discussed by the
sheep is instantly known to the wolf pack before most sheep know them.
Political organizations for the sheep are supplied with funds through wolf
donations. Sheep who "dance with wolves" are elected by the "wolf-talk"
monopoly. It is the job of those who dance with wolves to open sheepfold doors for the wolves and to keep them open.
Where the wolf-economics reigns supreme[7], the wolfs media also
reigns supreme. It would be stupid of them to air any other opinion than
their own wolf-howl. Wolf monopoly media ensure that individual sheep
data banks receive nothing anti-wolfish. Media monopoly creates a
political monopoly ruled by the media[8] in place of the rulers required
by the Shepherd[9]. Sheep may vote for anyone they like, but, the only
ones they know about are the candidates who dance with wolves - the
ones given media publicity. The sheep complain that "there is no difference between political parties." Surprise!
The wolf knows exactly what sheep say about him. Self assured, he
doesn’t bother to deny the charges. Instead, he repeats them and charges
the speaker with "wolf-hate", a serious charge when wolves are judge and
jury and also levy punishment. Wolf mercy is a proverb.

Anti-Wolfism
To keep the pack from wandering and in hunting condition, pack-leaders
continuously regale their packs with stories of the awful fate of the wolf
who was betrayed by Little Red Riding Hood. Wolves are kept paranoid.
All they can think of is that the woodsman may believe Little Red Riding
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Hood and take his axe and cut the wolf open so that the previously eaten
grandmother can escape. This cheerful bedtime story for sheep is a
reoccurring nightmare to wolves who see nothing at all amusing about it.
Wolves know EVERYTHING about the prey. They spend a lifetime
learning his strengths and weaknesses and gathering information.
They know his history. Pack leaders almost all have law degrees. They
study his religion. Many know scripture better than most preachers. For
the wolf, it’s a question of life or death - to the preacher it is just a job.
They know the sheep prophecy of the time when the rams will unite and
emerge from their sheepfold shoulder to shoulder. This is another reason
for the "fear" that identifies wolves[10].
To avoid the woodsman’s axe, wolf scouts are always testing the water.
"Who do you think is responsible for the LA. riots?" "Who do you think
is responsible for rise of red communism?" "Who do you think is responsible for the recent war in the middle east?" To relieve the tremendous
pent-up tension they almost "beg" the sheep to cry "WOLF" ! If someone
does - their worst suspicions are confirmed. They run to spread the
dreaded news, "Someone has spotted a WOLF! They know! They know!
All is lost!!" Chaos reigns temporarily as wolfdom goes to "red alert".
Eerie howls rise into the night - warning howls - howls calling "strays"
and "stragglers", calls that trigger wolfdom’s well rehearsed damage
control. It is a wolf ritual practiced again and again, over and over. Every
Saturday "wolf-howl", and countless wolf periodicals carry clips of past
"prey uprisings" and warn wolves - "never again!" The story of Little Red
Riding Hood has lost none of its horror. The self-righteous wolf howl
complains to the world that wolves are Converting Wolves Into Sheep.
Wolves must get close to sheep to eat them. To do this they roll in sheep
urine and droppings to disguise their odour and then calmly approach the
sheep as if one of them. The sheep, seeing a strange visitor[11] are
alarmed for a bit until they become used to the new arrival. Then the wolf
may walk safely into the sheep fold and take his time choosing his prey.
The easiest method to get into the sheepfold is for the wolf to become a
sheep. This difficult feat is performed by having one who dances with
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wolves throw a sheepskin over the wolf, repeat magic words, and sprinkle
water on him. It is then pronounced to the world that the wolf has become
a sheep and is entitled to all rights and privileges associated with becoming a sheep. He may now come and go in the sheep fold as he likes[13].
A minister recently told me this story. A friend of his took a wild
orphaned wolf pup and raised him in his home like a dog. He ran and
frolicked, and grew up like any other normal dog. One day the man cut
his hand chopping wood. It bled. He went into his house and fell asleep
in his chair. While asleep the wolf licked his bleeding hand and tasted
blood. The man was awakened to growls - "wolf growls". Opening his
eyes he found his 100 pounds of grown puppy-dog-wolf standing directly
in front of him with his teeth bared, and looking directly at him. His blood
ran cold. He slowly slipped his hand into a nearby drawer, withdrew a
pistol, and killed the wolf.
A wolf is a wolf. A wolf pup raised as a dog is a wolf. A part wolf dog is
a wolf[14]. A baptized wolf is a wet wolf. Magic words said over a wolf
can only make a magical wolf - not a dog. Like breeds like. God made the
sheep and god made the wolf. He who dances with wolves is paid to fool
the sheep, but God is not mocked[15].

Evil Eye
The old sheep-rule is this; "Never trust someone who will not look you in
the eye." It is a way of identifying a wolf. This is not foolproof. Some
sheep are shy, and wolf pack leaders will look ANYONE in the eye. But,
it is a good rule-of-thumb.
But if two wolves stand eye-to-eye, one may end up lying on the sidewalk
outside a NY. restaurant with bullet holes in him. Among both dogs and
wolves, the eye-to-eye look means - "fight". Black-wolves do it regularly
in boxing matches to "psych" their opponents. Different strokes for
different folks.
The "evil eye" is virtually unknown among sheep, but it is part of
wolf-life. The "eye-to-eye" look of a pack leader or someone else impor( Page 9 )
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tant can bring disaster - a physical, economic, or social disaster. A
compliment from one with the "evil-eye" about a baby may cause its
death. To avoid these unpleasant effects many wolves will not look a
person in the eye[16].Many, even most, wolves wear charms that resemble a half moon, a hand with 4 fingers and the two middle ones retracted,
crosses, or simple pieces of iron. It keeps away the "evil eye"[17.
Wolf Religions
Sheep look to their "Shepherd". The wolf looks to his pack leader. The
pack leader leads the hunt and the pack downs its prey. The ultimate
provider is thus - the wolf pack. They are their own messiah - their own
Savior. The wolf’s god is a combination of pack leader, whose word is
law, the pack, and the wolf himself. It could be no other way.
"Hollywood" is a glimpse into wolf-heaven. The never ending delightful
story of wolves forever killing opponents, pulling down prey, wolves
copulating, or passing gas - "Oh what fun - what rapture"! Dirty filthy
talk! No sheep laws - no sheep rules. Wolf heaven! This is as good as it
gets! It’s what people want!" The wolf can’t imagine anyone wanting to
waste time watching a flock of sheep eating grass and going "baaa"!
Every sheep household must listen to the wolves’ nightly "wolf-howl". It
is all that is available. Wolves use it to promote their wolf-approved
brand of sheep-dip religion. Sheep-televangelists who "dance with
wolves" are selected and they are given prime time. The wealth they
receive is payment for persuading the flock to open the sheepfold so
wolves can come in. With straight faces they admit that grandma has said
that she has big teeth - "the better to eat you with", and a big nose "the
better to smell you with", but the reason for that is because she is a
"sinner". The wolf is really grandma and not a wolf. "She just needs to be
saved.[19]"
Coming from a televangelist it tends to set sheep-minds at ease. Certain
sheep, the one not tightly wrapped, believe these fairy tales and open the
doors to turn the sheepfold into a smelly wolfs den and pig’s sty with
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sheep-bones scattered about. The televangelists coldly say whatever is
required to stay on the air. They are well paid and content.
The sheep pay the price. It is some small comfort to watch the false
shepherds led to jail one by one[20].

Wolf Training
Wolf pack leaders, deal with sheep-law, so almost all have law degrees.
They have to know sheep rules so that they can know where to go and
what to do and what not to do. Wolves don’t use this training for their
own use since most have no law but obey "policy" - the policy of their
next level up pack leader.

Wolf Strategy
The wolf must gain entry into the sheepfold if he is to eat sheep. This
obstacle is the first to be surmounted. To pass gate-watching rams they
can either don a sheepskin to fool the gate watchers, or pay the gate
watchers to let him pass.
The protective Word of the Shepherd must be driven from sheep schools,
courts, and wolves must be planted in the seminaries to teach the sheep.
Confusion is the object.
Then the gates must be opened to allow the wolf packs to be recruited
from outside, more wolves make it easier to deal with the flock. Any type
of wolf is suitable for this work, white, yellow, or red, since all are united
to hunt sheep. Electing sheep who dance with wolves guarantees the open
gate.
All that is then needed is to keep the sheep occupied until all is complete
and it is too late to stop matters. This is accomplished by paying black
robed legal and religious sheep to mesmerize the flock until time to
slaughter them. In all this it never occurs to the wolves that if the sheep
die they too will be doomed. There will be nothing left to eat and the
wolves will inherit a desolate continent the way it was before the sheep
arrived and cleared pastures.
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Imperium
The great commission given the sheep is to go into all the world and tell
the sheep that obeying the Word of the Shepherd saves them from being
eaten by wolves. The next is to learn the ways of the wolf to keep from
being eaten.
Wolves kill, rend, eat and destroy. Sheep build, create, gather, and help.
Sheep do one thing - wolves another. A sheep is a sheep. A wolf is a wolf.
Sheep do not wish the wolf ill, they just don’t want to be eaten. But, in
spite of sheep wishing wolves the best - the fact is that wolves eat sheep.
That is what they do - and those sheep taught by the Shepherd are acutely
aware that that is what they do.
HELP! - STOCKHOLDER LIST NEEDED
In 1841 the 2nd Bank of the U.S. failed. The list of stockholders was
made public and it was discovered that most of the stock had British
owners.
Does any reader have, or know of the location of the list of names of those
stockholders? A historian, whose credentials I respect, believes that those
stock holders were not Rothschild agents as has so often been suggested,
but agents of the Church of England.
LETTERS
DECEIVED STRANGERS: "Dear Dick: Your report on "Deceived
Strangers" appears to be contrary to the command of Jesus "Go ye into
all the world and preach the gospel to every creature. " Mk 16:15 and Mt.
28:19. " B. H. - Florida.
ED: Not at all. The scriptures say: "These twelve Jesus sent forth, and
commanded them, saying, Go not unto the way of the Gentiles, and unto
any city of the Samaritans enter ye not: But go rather to the lost sheep of
the house of Israel. "Matt 10:5,6., and again “I was sent to the lost sheep
of the house of Israel, and to them alone." Matt 15:24, and still again
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"For thou art not sent ... but to the house of Israel." EZ 3:5. Jesus even
says "I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast given me, for
they are thine." John 17:9.
God has a reason for what he says. He tells his servants to go into all the
world because Israel is there - but in going, to go to Israel alone. When
he says "to every creature" he is talking about every creature of Israel - or
Jesus would be fighting himself - and that cannot be[21].
BECKWITH TRIAL - SEP 8, 1992: Byron de la Beckwith, 71, twice
tried and twice acquitted for the slaying of the NAACP’s Medgar Evers,
is being held without bail awaiting still a third trial. Hinds County Circuit
Court Judge L. Breland Hilbum was petitioned by almost 100 people to
reconsider his order denying bail. The Clarion-Ledger, of Jackson, Miss.
March 6, 1992, reported that a telephone survey of 614 people found that
7 out of 10 favoured bail. One caller said that "Beckwith is a political
prisoner, not a criminal." Another said that "holding Beckwith is the most
horrible injustice that has ever been created upon the American people."
CATHOLIC PRIEST RETURNS TO FOLD: "Disgruntled with the
Catholic church, former revolutionary priest Osofo Okomto Damuah has
cast aside westernised religion in favour of traditional African beliefs ...
For 25 years, Damuah worked ... as a priest in Ganana’s Roman Catholic
Church . Today, .... he vehemently rejects anything Christian, western or
missionary. ... ‘You cannot tell me that Christ is the only way to God.
That’s an insult,... Before the white man came to Africa, nobody condemned the gods, or the mini-gods, or the spirits ... who knows God better
than the traditional religious priest?" …
"He shuns the Bible ... ‘We should not believe bible stories ...’ Damuah
also blasts Africa’s colonial masters ‘who used derogatory terms such as
pagan to downgrade our traditional religion.’ He defends his faith as a
genuine approach to God ... There is nothing idolatrous about it.'" (From
The Christian News.
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Notes
1) "Sheep of the pasture" bear the three proofs of Israel: (1) God's name
- CHRISTIANS - "They shall put my name upon the children of Israel."
Num 6:27 (2) Isaac’s name. SONS OF ISAAC - ISAACSONS SAXONS, "In Isaac shall thy name be called." Romans 9:7, and (3)
Adamic descent. "Man" in Strong s Concordance is the Hebrew "Adam".
"Adam" means to "blush red”. "Show blood in the face." Genuine Israelites
(or Christians) can produce all three proofs. "CHRISTIAN"-"SAXON""MAN".
2) "His name is called The Word of God." Rev. 19:13
3) Give me neither poverty nor riches ... lest / be full, and deny thee or
lest / be poor, and steal, and thus take the name of my God in vain. " Prov
30:8-9.
4) Non-venereal syphilis contracted in Mexico killed upwards of 50% of
the population of Europe. Bubonic plague brought in from the near east
killed 2/3 in many areas. The Black Death from the far east did the same.
AIDS, the latest brought by integrationists from Africa is expected to
match the others in total casualties.
5) "And the Lord said —the voice of thy brother’s blood crieth unto me
from the ground. And now art thou cursed from the earth–– When thou
tillest the ground, it shall not bring forth or yield unto thee her strength;
a fugitive and a vagabond shall thou be in the earth." Gen 4:8-12.
6) "Ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation." I Pet.
2:9.
7) Usury is a contract considered fraudulent from its conception - where
the victim promises to repay 11 when only 10 exists. Repayment can only
be made by taking from another victim - but a victim is required. "Usury",
the ultimate monopoly - empties the countryside, creates the city and
super-state, and demands taxes, socialism, and communism to protect the
monopoly - a capital crime under Biblical law. (Ezek. 18:13)
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8) ‘Thou mayest not set a stranger (Heb zûwr - racial alien) over thee,
which is not thy brother" Deut. 17:15
9) Thou shall set him king over thee–– from among thy brethren ... thou
mayest not set a stranger over thee who is not thy brother." Deut. 17:15.
10) "‘Be trembling and quaking.’ Then Cain trembled and became
terrified; and through this sign did God make him an example before all
the creation." I Adam & Eve 74:24-25.
11) "Stranger" has two meanings. Strong s Concordance lists the word in
the Hebrew usually under "gêr" (1616), "zûwr" (2111), and sometimes
"nokriy" (5237). The "zûwr" (2111) stranger is the enemy, he is confrontational, one to be avoided. (!) "There is no hope: no; for / have loved
strangers (Heb: "zûwr - racial alien), and after them I will go. " Jer 2:25.
(2) "Receive a stranger into thine house, and he will disturb thee, and turn
thee out of thine own. " Ecclesiasticus II, 11:34. The "gcr" (1616)
stranger is the kinsman from afar. The one from a different political
subdivision, but one to be accepted with open arms.
12) Wolves smell differently from sheep. Those who have worked or
served with them in the army can tell you. The lack of deodorants reveals
a difference that is VERY noticeable.
13) "Gentiles shall ye take to wife purifying... with an unlawful
purification (baptism)." Testament of Levi 4:17.
14. "A bastard (Heb: mamzër - mixed breed, mongrel) shall not enter into
the congregation of the Lord (Israel. " Deut. 23:2.
15. (!) "Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son. and of the Holy Ghost." Matt. 28:18-20. (2)
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every' creature" Mark
16:15 This refers to the scattered sheep. The Law still holds: (3) "Go not
unto the way of the Gentiles ... But go rather to the lost sheep of the house
of Israel. " Math 10:5.6. " (4) "I was sent to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel, and to them alone. " Matt 15:24.
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16) (1) The Evil Eye, Frederic Thomas Elsworthy, London 1895. (2) The
Evil Eye, Clarence Maloney, editor, Columbia Univ Press, NY 1976.
17) Many from Transylvania and Hungary believe in werewolves and
vampires.
18) "There are many nations ... all arc his, and over all has he appointed
spirits to rule ... but over Israel... he alone is their ruler." Jubilees 15:23.
112 214 - The Sheep & The Wolf
19) (2) “Whosoever (of Israel. Matt 15:24) shall call upon the name of
the Lord shall be saved" Rom 10:13. (2) "Saved from our enemies, and
from the hand of all that hate us!" Luke 1:71. (3) "He that endureth to the
end shall be saved." Matt 10:22.
20) (1) "Woe to them ... that justify the wicked for reward." Isaiah
5:22-23. (2) "If a false witness rise up ... Then shall yc do unto him, as he
had thought to have done unto his brother." Deut 19:16-19. (3) "Judge
this rather, that no man put a stumbling block or an occasion to fall in his
brother’s way." Romans 14:13.
21) "As my Father hath sent me even so / send you." John 20:21 The
Father sent Him to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, Math 15:24. See
news item at end of letter.
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

